Introduction
In the near future, we will be using many single purpose information appliances equipped with ubiquitous, invisible computers. One of the most profitable applications of ubiquitous computers will be simple information suppliers in an everyday environment. While there are some preceding studies on building decorative displays for weather, traffic and email information [l], [2] , there is room to invent new expressions of the Intemet information in our daily lives.
Everyday Information Display
We have imptemented a framed LCD that displays the weather forecast from infomation obtained via the Intemet Two of the dynamic illustrations are shown in figure 1. The upper work shows animated sea animals and displays weather information by their particular actions. The lower one has Mondriaan-like color blocks that change to warm colors on fine, hot, and dry days, and to cold colors otherwise. We have equipped them with an infra-red motion sensor to detect the proximity of a human body, to display additional literal weather information when a user approaches the frame. 
